Purusha Suktam
The conscious program of creation
essential purpose of the Vedas too is explained in the book. Here, the author reveals an untold secret that the Vedas can be viewed as a 'program' for programming our lives and this program is delivered by the chanting and understanding the hymns in a prescribed way, as enunciated in the Vedangas.

It is often claimed that the Vedas contain all the knowledge that has been brought forth by humans so far as well as the knowledge that will be discovered in future. What does this mean? Do the Vedas contain, for example, the direct knowledge of nuclear science or computer science? The chanting of the Vedic hymns, in the correct way with the right understanding and experience, can give us the ability to access any knowledge, both scientific and spiritual, through our efforts under the direction of an enlightened Guru.

The book begins on the subject of Purusha Suktam, and gives its commonly found English version and its understanding as well as common misconceptions arising from these. The Purusha Suktam is then 'decoded' verse by verse by giving the meaning of each word of the verse then revealing its true import as realized by the author. The Master, Dr. Balaji Tambe, leverages his accumulated experiential knowledge as a scientist, engineer, artist, and cosmologist and, most importantly, as an Ayurvedic doctor to unlock the secrets of life contained in the divine treasure chest of the Purusha Suktam.

To me, this book is a great innovation, and a way forward to understand the Vedas in today's context for the new generation in the age of science through both analytical and holistic enquiry without losing their original transcendental purpose and meaning.

Dr. Vijay Bhatkar, best known as the architect of the PARAM supercomputers, has had innumerable national and international honours, awards and fellowships, including the Padma Shri. He is a pioneer of institutions such as the Centre for Development for Advanced Computing Electronics Research and Development Centre and others. He is the driving force behind cornerstone initiatives that integrate all Indian languages into computers and has tirelessly invested energies into shaping India as a knowledge superpower.